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Before the rapture, comes the pain . . . When reporter Abbie Marshall needs to escape Honduras, a private
jet carrying a Hollywood A-lister is her only way out. She has a ride home with Irish actor Jack Winter notorious womanizer and all round bad boy. Having little interest in Hollywood, Abbie is shocked to be
shaken to the core by Winter's blazing beauty and provocative mind. After the plane's nose-dive into the
remote rainforest forces them to fight for survival, Abbie catches tantalizing glimpses of the complicated
man behind the movie star image. And the more she sees of him, the more he touches some primal part
of her that she is determined to suppress. But after a moment of terror leads to a devastating encounter
with Winter's shadow side, Abbie's detachment is shattered. On returning to normal life, Abbie cannot
forget what happened between them, nor ignore the shocking rumours about the star's private life. Her
struggle to make sense of her torment leads straight back to Winter, who is just as obsessed by her. But if
they are to have a relationship, Abbie knows she must embrace his hidden desires . . . and accept her
own. No longer caring about anything but their intoxicating love affair, Abbie is drawn deeper into the
dark heart of Winter - and the secret that threatens to destroy everything . . . Praise for Evie Hunter 'Erotic
and sensual . . . magnificent, I loved it.' romancingthebook.com 'it kept me turning the pages. I
wholeheartedly recommend this book.' longansshortreviews.com 'Gets your romantic juices going
between the sheets.' novelspot.net
It Happened in the Highlands is the next book in the new historical highland series, The Penningtons, from
USA Today bestseller May McGoldrick... Lady Josephine Pennington was jilted by her fiancé once rumors
spread about her questionable origins. Her adoptive parents have always provided her with the love and
protection she’s needed to feel secure, and over the last sixteen years she’s molded herself to meet the
expectations of others. When she receives a package containing sketches where the subject is eerily
familiar, Jo believes she might have found a clue to the identity of her birth mother. When Captain Wynne
Melfort ended his engagement to Jo Pennington sixteen years ago, he never imagined he would see her
again. But after he uncovers information that could reveal the truth about Jo’s parentage, Wynne feels
bound by duty to right an old wrong and inform her of his find. He didn’t expect for feelings long thought
dead to resurface, for in his mind a love departed was gone forever. As they strive to unravel the mystery
of her birth, Jo must learn how to trust the man who’d once rejected her and Wynne must reconcile his
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head with his heart. But as secrets of the past begin to surface, evil forces will stop at nothing to keep Jo
from uncovering the truth and reclaiming her legacy. Together, Jo and Wynne must fight the deadly
menace lurking deep in the Highland mists.
She never met a man like him before, a powerful billionaire who always gets what he wants. Now she's
about to enter an exclusive world of glittering opulence and all-consuming passion—where she'll explore
the darkest reaches of her own desire. The glittering life of the ultra-rich is overwhelming, and more than
a little treacherous. Serving as her billionaire boss's date/escort to a charity gala in Paris, Lucy Delacourt
must learn to navigate the turbulent world he inhabits. Easier said than done -- Jeremiah is keeping
secrets, including a deeply possessive streak that comes out when Lucy is introduced to his unscrupulous
brother, Lucas. Caught in their family war, it is Lucy's own personal discovery that she might be forming
an attachment to her carefully guarded boss that really rocks her world. But some secrets are more
dangerous than others, and Lucy may have stumbled into a trap meant for another with potentially deadly
consequences. Don't miss the other installments of the scorching serial novel Anything He Wants: The
Meeting (Part 1), The Contract (Part 2), The Rescue (Part 4) and The Betrayal (Part 5) available now!
A struggling antiques collector finds herself falling in love with a millionaire playboy; but can she ever be a
part of his world? Meet the Naughty Princess Club, a series from USA Today bestselling author Tara Sivec
that brings readers to Fairytale Lane and the hilarity—and romance—that three women fall into once they
decide to strut their stuff and bring on their own happily ever after. While her friends have broken free of
their insecurities, Ariel Waters is struggling to come out of her shell. Her ex-husband took away her voice
and her self-confidence, and Ariel is drowning under a sea of debt to afford the alimony she has to pay
him. She refuses to ever fall for a man’s charms again, and is determined to make her own way. When her
house and her beloved antiques are taken by the bank after too many missed payments, Ariel finds
herself adrift until the infuriatingly charming Eric Sailor comes to her rescue. Although she can’t stand the
millionaire playboy, Eric’s kindness and unconditional support reveal hidden depths and a love that Ariel
never imagined she could find. But there are outside influences who will stop at nothing to keep them
apart; can Ariel and Eric weather the storm and find a way to be together in Kiss the Girl?
Critical Perspectives on Hollywood Science Fiction
Heart of the Devil
The Perfect Rake
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The Naughty Princess Club
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition
Two people are about to discover that when it comes to finding love, sometimes Christmas magic isn't enough...sometimes
it takes a pesky orange cat named Ambrose. When a guy is in trouble, he starts making deals with his Creator...and
Ambrose the cat is no exception. In danger of losing his ninth and final life, Ambrose makes a desperate plea to the
universe. He'll do anything—anything!—if he can just survive and enjoy a nice long, final life. His prayer is answered when a
stranger comes along and saves him—and now it looks like he has to hold up his end of the bargain. The stranger turns out
to be a firefighter named Zach, who's in need of some serious romantic help. If Ambrose can just bring Zach together with
Merilee, the nice lady who works at Pet Palace, it's bound to earn him a healthy ninth life. Unfortunately for Ambrose, his
mission is a lot harder than he ever thought. Merriliee is way too shy to make the first move on a ladies man like Zach, and
Zach thinks he's all wrong for a nice girl like Merrilee. Now it's going to take all of Ambrose's feline wiles—and maybe even
a good old fashioned Christmas miracle—to make them both realize that what they're looking for is right in front of their
eyes.
From Miami to Beverly Hills, from Mexico City, Acapulco and Las Vegas, LUCKY SANTANGELO is back! And so is the
illegitimate son ANTHONY BONAR, of her one time Godfather and lethal enemy, ENZIO BONNATI. Lucky is preparing for the
opening of her new multi-billion dollar hotel complex in Las Vegas, The Keys. But Anthony Bonar - drug lord and vicious
killer - is out to stop her in any way he can. Meanwhile, MAX, Lucky's wild 16-year-old daughter, has run off to hook up with
a man she met on the Internet. Instead of the gorgeous guy she thought she'd be meeting, he turns out to be an obsessed
rich psycho with a deep-seated grudge against Lucky. And so the lethal games begin...
Return to a world of opulence and seduction with the third serial installment of CASTAWAY, the continuation of the New
York Times bestselling miniseries ANYTHING HE WANTS! Jeremiah Hamilton is not a man inclined to forgive, and now a
broken-hearted Lucy is left shattered and desperate to get back home to her mundane life. There, she can nurse a broken
heart and try to go back to normal far away from danger. But the promise of safety is an illusion. Someone has marked her
as a target, and believes her to be the key to revenge against the Hamilton family. There is nowhere Lucy can hide...but
help is about to come from an unlikely source.
A phony engagement turns into real passion in this delightful Regency romance from award-winning author Anne Gracie.
Fate has lavished beauty on the Merridew sisters—that is, all save the eldest. But plain Prudence bears no grudge; she
loves her four beautiful sisters infinitely. So when their abusive grandfather is laid up with an injury, she seizes the
opportunity to concoct an ingenious plan that will allow all five of them to escape the clutches of their legal guardian. All it
will take is a little matrimonial deception... A renowned rake, Gideon, Lord Carradice, has a way of making ladies swoon. But
when Prudence arrives at his doorstep and mistakes him for his cousin, the Duke, it is Gideon who’s infatuated. The
delightful spitfire claims she and the Duke are engaged—although a taller tale was never told. In spite of the lies, Gideon is
so taken with charming Prudence that he’s eager to join her game, especially if it will award him a stolen kiss or two. Now,
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Prudence’s plot is about to go terribly, albeit deliciously, awry...
Anything He Wants: The Secret (#3)
1945 to the Present
The Nine Lives of Christmas
Anything He Wants: The Contract (#2)
The Pleasures of Winter

Tensions escalate in the second part of the new Anything He Wants: Castaway series!Reunited with Jeremiah, Lucy is forced to come
to grips with the decisions she's made in his absence. The billionaire is as insufferable as ever, but just as determined to protect and
claim Lucy. From the Caribbean seas of Jamaica to the man-made islands of Dubai, they will travel halfway across the world to find
out who is trying to bring down the Hamilton family. Someone with a grudge wants them dead, and doesn't care who gets in his way.
The two estranged Hamilton brothers must reluctantly team up if they want to stay alive, bouncing around the globe trying to stay
one step ahead of their enemy.But it may be the woman who comes between them that tears the two brothers apart forever. And can
Lucy bear to live with the consequences of her choices?
THE SHOCKING STORY OF A DESERT ISLAND DREAM THAT WENT SOUR 'Writer seeks "wife" for a year on tropical
island.' The opportunity to escape from it all was irresistible. Lucy Irvine answered the advertisement - and found herself alone on a
remote desert island with a 'husband' she hardly knew. Lucy Irvine fell in love with the seductive, if cruel, beauty of that untouched
Eden, whose power to enslave and enchant her never slackened throughout the whole of her amazing adventure. Uncompromisingly
candid and sometimes shocking, Castaway is her compulsively readable account of a desert island dream which threatened to turn
into a nightmare of illness, thirst and personal antipathy. Now a film by Nicholas Roeg starring Amanda Donohoe and Oliver Reed,
How was American culture disseminated into Britain? Why did many British citizens embrace American customs? And what picture
did they form of American society and politics? This engaging and wide-ranging history explores these and other questions about the
U.S.'s cultural and political influence on British society in the post-World War II period.
Return to a world of opulence and seduction with the first serial installment of CASTAWAY, the continuation of the New York
Times bestselling miniseries ANYTHING HE WANTS! When enigmatic billionaire Jeremiah Hamilton first seduced Lucy
Delacourt, he swept her out of her ordinary life and into the extravagant world of the rich and powerful. There she experienced the
highest highs, dangerous lows, and unimaginable passion...but always there was her billionaire protector. Safe in his arms, she
thought for sure her life was finally on the right track. Until she couldn't hold back saying the three little words he never wanted to
hear, and found out how fragile her new position truly was. Now she's been kidnapped by Jeremiah's own brother, making her future
even more uncertain. Lucas Hamilton needs Lucy for his own purposes, but what will broken-hearted Lucy do when her new captor
sets his sights on seduction?
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Anything He Wants: The Betrayal (#5)
It Seemed Like a Good Idea at the Time
It Happened in the Highlands
How To Love A Duke in Ten Days
Shacking Up
An examination of how nonprofessional archivists, especially media fans, practice cultural
preservation on the Internet and how "digital cultural memory" differs radically from print-era
archiving.
She never met a man like him before, a powerful billionaire who always gets what he wants. Now
she's about to enter an exclusive world of glittering opulence and all-consuming passion—where
she'll explore the darkest reaches of her own desire. Seduced into a job as "personal assistant"
to billionaire CEO Jeremiah Hamilton, Lucy Delacourt has all but signed her body over to him,
promising to do anything he wants. Now she's Paris-bound and determined to resist him and the
diamond-studded world of the ultra-rich. But Jeremiah isn't interested in forcing Lucy to obey a
simple contract. He knows exactly what he wants: his new assistant's complete surrender. And
Lucy finds, to her horror, that the price she has to pay might be something she secretly craves.
Don't miss the other installments of the scorching serial novel Anything He Wants: The Meeting
(Part 1), The Secret (Part 3), The Rescue (Part 4) and The Betrayal (Part 5) available now!
The explosive fourth and final installment of CASTAWAY, the anxiouxly awaited conclusion to the
New York Times bestselling miniseries ANYTHING HE WANTS! When enigmatic billionaire Jeremiah
Hamilton first seduced Lucy Delacourt, he swept her out of her ordinary life and into the
extravagant world of the rich and powerful...and then he broke her heart. Hopeless and alone,
Lucy is now the victim of a madman's pursuit. Outmatched and outsmarted at every turn, Lucy is
forced to make a terrible choice that will haunt her forever. For in her hands lies the fate of
two men, both of whom she loves, and she must decide who will live, and who will die. With
everything on the line, will Lucy rise to the challenge and make the right choice? Or will she
destroy everyone and everything she's fought so hard to save?
In this stunning series starter by USA Today bestselling author May McGoldrick, meet the new
generation of Penningtons...five brothers and sisters of passion and privilege. Enter their
aristocratic world...where each will fight injustice and find love. Hugh Pennington—Viscount
Greysteil, Lord Justice of the Scottish Courts, hero of the Napoleonic wars—is a grieving
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widower with a death wish. When he receives an expected crate from the continent, he is shocked
to find a nearly dead woman inside. Her identity is unknown, and the handful of American coins
and the precious diamond sown into her dress only deepen the mystery. Grace Ware is an enemy to
the English crown. Her father, an Irish military commander of Napoleon’s defeated army. Her
mother, an exiled Scottish Jacobite. When Grace took shelter in a warehouse, running from her
father’s murderers through the harbor alleyways of Antwerp, she never anticipated bad luck to
deposit her at the home of an aristocrat in the Scottish Borders. Baronsford is the last place
she could expect to find safety, and Grace feigns a loss of memory to buy herself time while she
recovers. Hugh is taken by her beauty, passion, and courage to challenge his beliefs and open
his mind. Grace finds in him a wounded man of honor, proud but compassionate. When their duel of
wits quickly turns to passion and romance, Grace’s fears begin to dissolve...until danger
follows her to the very doors of Baronsford. For, unknown to either of them, Grace has in her
possession a secret that will wreak havoc within the British government. Friend and foe are
indistinguishable as lethal forces converge to tear the two lovers apart or destroy them both.
Dark Alpha's Lover
DROP DEAD BEAUTIFUL
Kiss the Girl
The Fight for Forever
Anything He Wants: Castaway (#4)
Dark Alpha’s Lover is a brand new paranormal romance in her Reapers series featuring a brotherhood of elite assassins from
New York Times bestselling author Donna Grant. There is no escaping a Reaper. I am an elite assassin, part of a brotherhood that
only answers to Death. And when Death says your time is up, I am coming for you... I answer to no one but Death. I am
impenetrable, impervious, immortal. I exist to do Death's bidding and no one--not Reaper nor human nor Fae--can stand in my
way. Except for the bewitching half-Fae, Catriona. She swears the magic in her family passed her by, but I know better. This
woman is strong. This woman is powerful. And when her abilities surge forth, no one will be able to stop the Dark Fae from coming
for her. Except for me. I want to keep her close. I want to keep her safe. I want lose myself to her, again and again...
From New York Times bestselling author Meghan March comes the stunning conclusion to the Forge Trilogy. In this final volume,
ruthless billionaire Jericho Forge faces his toughest challenge. To emerge victorious, he’ll have to give up the one thing he’s
never offered a woman—his heart. It started as a game. She was nothing but my pawn. But I was quick to see the error in my ways,
and now she is everything I never knew I needed. The value of a woman like India Baptiste is beyond measure. But the problem
with being a man like me? I’ve already screwed this up, and there’s no guarantee India will take me on for one last bet. I'll do
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whatever I have to do. Drop to my knees and offer her the only thing I have left. The one thing that’s only ever been hers—the
heart of the devil. Heart of the Devil is the third book in the Forge Trilogy and should be read after Deal with the Devil (book 1) and
Luck of the Devil (book 2). All three books in the Forge Trilogy are available to devour now! "There is NO forgetting the sexy beast
that is Jericho Forge. There is NO forgetting the bold heroine that is India Baptiste. There is NO forgetting the magnetic couple that
stole my heart. There is NO forgetting this incredible series…period." ~Shayna Renee's Spicy Reads "The Forge Trilogy was
completely enthralling throughout every single book, and the jaw dropping twists just keep coming! Seriously, read this book, read
this trilogy... and sit back in awe at the talent that Meghan March seamlessly delivers in her work, over and over again." ~Nightbird
Novels "This epic ending is beyond any critique and better than a thousand stars. I am SPEECHLESS." ~PP's Bookshelf "Heart of
the Devil was a sexy, thrilling, swoon-worthy, and PERFECT conclusion to the Forge Trilogy, and I absolutely loved it!" ~The
Romance Bibliophile "The type of book you want to rush through just to hear everything, while at the same time, you never want
the book to end. Meghan March always gives us strong and vibrant characters but India Baptiste and Jericho Forge are currently
sitting high on my favorite characters tower." ~Next Book Review ____________ Topics: Alpha, Alpha billionaire, alpha male,
pirate, billionaire, travel, billionaire romance, alpha male romance, strong heroine, poker, poker player, poker games, Ibiza, Casino
Running a high-profile casino and hotel complex that ruthless billionaire Armand Jordan is plotting to take from her, Lucky engages
in a power struggle against him, while Bobby becomes inadvertently involved in best friend Frankie's drug problems.
A powerful billionaire who always gets what he wants. An innocent protégée who will explore the darkest reaches of her own
desire. Experience their intoxicating tale-now available for the first time as a complete saga... Anything He Wants Lucy Delacourt's
temp position isn't quite her dream job but it pays the bills. The highlight of her day is riding the elevator in the mornings with a
handsome stranger. But everything changes when the stranger seduces her. Completely out of character, she yields without a
fight, but she has no idea her wanton acts with a man whose name she doesn't know will change her life forever. Because the
sexy stranger is none other than Jeremiah Hamilton, billionaire CEO of Hamilton Industries, and one taste isn't nearly enough to
satisfy his need. Castaway As the billionaire pulls Lucy deeper into his world of high stakes business deals and ruthless takeovers,
he demands nothing less than her complete surrender. But Jeremiah has no place in his life for love, and as Lucy falls deeper for
him, she risks having her heart shattered. Making matters worse, Jeremiah's fiercest rival is determined to steal Lucy's
affection...and to do it, he'll show her the sinister side of Jeremiah's opulent world. With nowhere to turn and no one to trust, there's
only one thing Lucy knows for sure: she'll never be free from Jeremiah's sweet possession. "Smoking HOT! Full of secrets, lust,
domination, romance, danger and action. There is so much to like!" -Crazy Four Books
A Novel
An Introduction to Ethics
America in the British Imagination
Castaway
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The Madness of Viscount Atherbourne

First published as a five-part e serial novel, Anything He Wants inflamed imaginations everywhere and became a national
bestseller. Now available for the first time ever as a complete book, this edition contains never-before-released scenes and
special bonus material. Don't miss Sara Fawkes' erotic tale of a powerful billionaire who always gets what he wants and the
young woman who's about to enter his exclusive realm--a world of glittering opulence and all-consuming passion, where
she'll explore the darkest reaches of her own desire. Lucy Delacourt's temp position isn't quite her dream job but it pays
the bills. The highlight of her day is riding the elevator in the mornings with a handsome stranger. Tall, dark, and sexy as
hell, Lucy knows he's way out of her league, but a girl can look, right? Everything changes the day the stranger seduces
her. Completely out of character, she yields without a fight, but she has no idea her wanton acts with a man whose name
she doesn't know will change her life forever. Because the sexy stranger is none other than Jeremiah Hamilton, billionaire
CEO of Hamilton Industries, and one taste isn't nearly enough to satisfy his need. As the billionaire pulls Lucy deeper into
his world of high stakes business deals and ruthless takeovers, he demands nothing less than her complete surrender. But
even as enemies seek deadly revenge against him, she'll discover that her greatest threat is falling for her fiercely guarded
boss...and yielding to her own darkest needs.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Something Borrowed comes a novel that shows how someone with a
‘perfect life' can lose it all—and then find everything. Darcy Rhone thought she had it all figured out: the more beautiful
the girl, the more charmed her life. Never mind substance. Never mind playing by the rules. Never mind karma. But
Darcy's neat, perfect world turns upside down when her best friend, Rachel, the plain-Jane "good girl," steals her fiancé,
while Darcy finds herself completely alone for the first time in her life...with a baby on the way. Darcy tries to recover,
fleeing to her childhood friend living in London and resorting to her tried-and-true methods for getting what she wants.
But as she attempts to recreate her glamorous life on a new continent, Darcy finds that her rules no longer apply. It is only
then that Darcy can begin her journey toward self-awareness, forgiveness, and motherhood. Emily Giffin's Something Blue
is a novel about one woman's surprising discoveries about the true meaning of friendship, love, and happily-ever-after. It's
a novel for anyone who has ever, even secretly, wondered if the last thing you want is really the one thing you need.
Discourses of Slavery and Abolition brings together for the first time the most important strands of current thinking on the
relationship between slavery and categories of writing, oratory and visual culture in the 'long' Eighteenth-century. The
book begins by examining writing about slavery and race by both philosophers and by authors such as Aphra Behn. It
considers self-representation in the works of Ignatius Sancho, Olaudah Equiano, James Williams and Mary Prince. The
final section reads literary and cultural texts associated with the abolition movements of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
centuries, moving beyond traditional accounts of the documents of that movement to show the importance of religious
writing, children's literature and the relationship between art and abolition.
"Addictive like all Kylie Scott books, you'll swoon, laugh, ache, put your life on hold, and compulsively read until the wee
hours of the night—only to reread the whole thing the next morning. Perfection!" - Katy Evans, New York Times bestselling
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author Returning home for her father’s wedding was never going to be easy for Adele. If being sent away at eighteen hadn’t
been bad enough, the mess she left behind when she made a pass at her dad’s business partner sure was. Fifteen years
older than her, Pete had been her crush for as long as she could remember. But she’d misread the situation—confusing
friendliness for undying love. Awkward. Add her father to the misunderstanding, and Pete was left with a broken nose and
a business on the edge of ruin. The man had to be just as glad as everyone else when she left town. Seven years later,
things are different. Adele is no longer a kid, but a fully grown adult more than capable of getting through the wedding
and being polite. But all it takes is seeing him again to bring back those old feelings. Sometimes first loves are the truest.
"A sexy push-and-pull romance with an absorbing storyline infused with Kylie Scott's distinctive wit, singular charm and
sublime emotional intensity."—USA Today "Sexy as hell, heartfelt and funny. This book takes you on a beautiful journey."
—Tessa Bailey, New York Times bestselling author of Getaway Girl "Kylie Scott took a forbidden romance trope, turned it
on its ear, and made me fall in love with this couple right from the beginning."—Harlequin Junkie *Top Pick* "THIS BOOK.
THIS BOOK. THIS BOOK. Oh my swoon, we loved this sexy, fun, sassy romance! It's forbidden and juicy and has the best
banter. We laughed out loud, swooned for days, and savored the moments of angst that squeezed our hearts."—Angie's
Dreamy Reads “Utter perfection! Page by page, this book consumed me. Infused with Kylie Scott’s unique style, she
delivers a love story full of emotion, character and humor like no other. A must read!” —Devney Perry, bestselling author of
Tattered
Anything He Wants: Castaway 2
Poison Kisses
Luck of the Devil
Anything He Wants: Castaway (#1)
Britain and its Colonies, 1760-1838
Treat yourself to FULL BLAST by Janet Evanovich and Charlotte Hughes. Praise for the FULL series: 'A fine romance with plenty of
kisses' Mirror; 'A wild mix of intrigue, sex and pyrotechnics' The Times Dating can be murder... Jamie Swift is facing the story of a
lifetime that could make or break her. Someone from her newspaper's Lonely Heart's column has murdered a local woman. To find the
killer, and save her newspaper, Jamie will have to call in mega-handsome millionaire genius Max Holt, who right now is still
frustratingly far from becoming anything more than just her business partner. But the real problem isn't that Jamie wants to get closer
to Max, it's that the killer wants to get closer to Jamie.
From New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today bestselling author Meghan March comes a sexy duet. We've all had the bad
boys, now it's time for a Real Good Man. Fall for a woman over text messages? No way in hell. Reality can never be as good at the
fantasy, right? Wrong. It’s better. Banner Regent is smart, funny, and she’s so far out of my league, she might as well be royalty. I’m a
mechanic from Kentucky. She’s a New York City party girl. We were never supposed to meet, but one text started something neither of
us saw coming. How do you seduce the woman who already has everything? Show her what it’s like to be with a real good man. Real
Good Man is the first book in the Real Good Duet and should be read before Real Good Love, book two, available everywhere now.
There are several other characters to read about in the Dirty world. You can find them here: The Dirty Billionaire Trilogy: Dirty
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Billionaire Dirty Pleasures Dirty Together The Dirty Girl Duet: Dirty Girl Dirty Love The Real Dirty Duet: Real Dirty Real Sexy "Fans of
Meghan March will go CRAZY over Logan Brantley! He's so damn sexy, rugged, and an all around good guy. You will fall in LOVE with
him instantly!" ~ Shayna Renee's Spicy Reads "Loved this story by Meghan March! Don't hesitate to one click this baby!" ~ author Amy
Daws "I'm going to keep this short and sweet. Make Meghan a one-click author now! No story will disappoint and Real Good Man is no
different!" ~ Beauty and Her Books "All the stars for this book! Another MUST READ!" ~ Goodreads reviewer Topics: Alpha, alpha
male, mechanic, alpha male mechanic, rich heroine, strong heroine, big city, New York City, NYC, long distance relationship, country
boy, city girl, high society city girl, small town, small town romance, Kentucky romance, marine, soldier, country, blue collar, blue collar
romance, hard working, hard working alpha, romantic comedy, opposites attract.
In the explosive fifth installment of Anything He Wants, Lucy Delacourt continues her scorching affair with a powerful billionaire who
always gets what he wants. And as she navigates his world of glittering opulence and all-consuming passion, she explores the darkest
reaches of her own desire. Lucy's understanding of the enigmatic Jeremiah Hamilton has grown deeper, and now she finds herself
craving not only his sinful touch but his guarded heart. But happily ever after may be further than ever before, because Jeremiah is
being hunted by an assassin known as the Archangel...an assassin who will stop at nothing to bring the billionaire down. But despite the
danger closing in on them, her greatest threat is her own desire to surrender completely to Jeremiah—body, heart and soul. Don't miss
the previous installments of the scorching serial novel Anything He Wants: The Meeting (Part 1), The Contract (Part 2), The Secret (Part
3) and The Rescue (Part 4) available now.
The night that changes everything… Life for Victoria Lacey should be perfect. And it is—perfectly boring. Agree to marry a lord who has
yet to inspire a single, solitary tingle? Why, of course. Smile as though this is not the thousandth time he’s mentioned hounds and
hunting? It’s all in a day’s work for the oh-so-proper sister of the Duke of Blackmore. Surely no one would suspect her secret longing for
heart-racing, head-spinning passion. Except, perhaps, a dark stranger … on a terrace … at a ball where she should definitely not be
kissing a man she has only just met. The obsession that leads to ruin… Hatred, not love, drives Lucien Wyatt, Viscount Atherbourne, to
tempt the “Flower of Blackmore” into sin. Her brother has done unthinkable damage to Lucien’s family, and he intends to exact revenge
in the only way left to him: Ruining his enemy’s sister, then stealing her from Blackmore by making her his own. The woman who will
set fire to her husband’s heart As Lucien carries out his ruthless plan, tutoring his new bride in the finer points of pleasure, her
surrender leaves him breathless … and soon a new obsession awakens—a scandalous fascination with his irresistible wife.
A Summer to Remember
Real Good Man
A Neoliberal Crisis?
In Bed with the Beast
Anything He Wants: Castaway (#3)

Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent
for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Now in an exclusive ebook edition comes Winter s Night, two previously published fantastic Christmas stories, now
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in a 2-in-1, with A Dark-Hunter Christmas and Santa Wears Spurs, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherrilyn
Kenyon. From demons to cowboys, from werewolves to mistletoe, this 2-in-1 will keep you warm during cold
December nights. Set in Kenyon's imaginative world, A Dark-Hunter Christmas shows Gallagher, in New Orleans, at
Christmastime, without his family. Missing the ones he loves is a powerful force, and threatens to cast a pall over the
Big Easy's Christmas cheer. But Simi has a few tricks up her sleeve, intent to show him that even though he is apart
from his loved ones, he still has people to lean on... In Santa Wears Spurs, the wanted outlaw O'Connell was forced
years ago to abandon his spitfire of a woman-his wife, Catherine-before his enemies hurt her to get to him. Now he's
ready to turn himself in to the authorities, but not before he does one last good deed. A deed that miraculously sends
him head-to-head with Catherine who wants a bigger piece of his hide than his enemies do. But with his dangerous
brother hot on his tail to end him, he has to protect Catherine at all costs. Something that would be a lot easier to do if
she could forgive him for screwing up her life and leaving her. It will take a little miracle and a whole lot of Christmas
magic to put his enemies behind him and allow him to win back his own good name and a heart he should never have
abandoned.
A tale as old as time: she needs a place to stay, he's a grump with a secret and an extra room...can love find a way?
Meet the Naughty Princess Club, a series from USA Today bestselling author Tara Sivec that brings readers to Fairytale
Lane and the hilarity̶and romance̶that three women fall into once they decide to strut their stuff and bring on
their own happily ever after. Living in her overprotective dad s basement, shy Belle lives her life through books.
Being a part of the Naughty Princess Club is the first adventure she s ever had, plus she desperately needs the money
to save one of her favorite places - the local library. But when her new friends and new business gets her kicked out of
her dad s house, Belle is rescued by the surly Vincent Beast Adams who invites her to be his house guest until
she gets back on her feet. Despite his attitude problem and long list of rules, Belle finds herself warming to the
muscled man with a penchant for growling and starts seeing a gentle side to him that wasn t there before. Yet
there s a room that Beast keeps locked and Belle keeps getting hints that Beast is hiding something...can a nerdy
librarian tame the beast or will their romance be over before it has a chance to blossom?
Erika Montgomery's A Summer to Remember is "an unforgettable tale of love, loss and finding your place that glitters
as brightly as the golden age of Hollywood."--Kristy Woodson Harvey, USA Today Bestselling author of Feels Like
Falling Best Debut Novels of Spring and Summer *Library Journal * Fresh Fiction * Booktrib For thirty-year-old Frankie
Simon, selling movie memorabilia in the shop she opened with her late mother on Hollywood Boulevard is more than
just her livelihood̶it s an enduring connection to the only family she has ever known. But when a mysterious
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package arrives containing a photograph of her mother and famous movie stars Glory Cartwright and her husband at
a coastal film festival the year before Frankie s birth, her life begins to unravel in ways unimaginable. What begins is
a journey along a path revealing buried family secrets, betrayals between lovers, bonds between friends. And for
Frankie, as the past unlocks the present, the chance to learn that memories define who we are, and that they can show
us the meaning of home and the magic of true love. Experience the salty breeze of a Cape Cod summer as it sweeps
through this sparkling, romantic, and timeless debut novel tinged with a love of old Hollywood. The perfect read for
summer. A novel with depth, real emotions, lyrical writing, and flawed characters with whom to fall in love. --New
York Times bestselling author Karen White
Winter's Night
Goddess of Vengeance
Anything He Wants & Castaway
Romancing the Scot
Something Blue
Ruby Scott is months behind on rent and can’t seem to land a steady job. She has one chance to turn things around with a big audition. But
instead of getting her big break, she gets sick as a dog and completely bombs it in the most humiliating fashion. All thanks to a mysterious,
gorgeous guy who kissed—and then coughed on—her at a party the night before. Luckily, her best friend might have found the perfect
opportunity; a job staying at the lavish penthouse apartment of hotel magnate Bancroft Mills while he’s out of town, taking care of his exotic
pets. But when the newly-evicted Ruby arrives to meet her new employer, it turns out Bane is the same guy who got her sick. Seeing his role in
Ruby’s dilemma, Bane offers her a permanent job as his live-in pet sitter until she can get back on her feet. Filled with hilariously awkward
encounters and enough sexual tension to heat a New York City block, Shacking Up, from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Helena Hunting, is sure to keep you laughing and swooning all night long.
New York Times bestselling author Meghan March utterly addictive Legend Trilogy concludes in The Fight for Forever. You can only keep
what you can protect. That’s all I’ve ever known. It’s the way I’ve lived my life. Now, everything I never knew I needed is at risk, and I’m
not letting anyone take it from me. I won’t let anyone take her from me. They say love is a battlefield, so I’m ready for war. This time, it’s the
fight for forever. The Fight for Forever is the final book in the Legend Trilogy and should be read after The Fall of Legend, book one and
House of Scarlett, book two of the utterly addictive Legend Trilogy.
Moral Theory at the Movies provides students with a wonderfully approachable introduction to ethics. The book incorporates film summaries
and study questions to draw students into ethical theory and then pairs them with classical philosophical texts. The students see how moral
theories, dilemmas, and questions are represented in the given films and learn to apply these theories to the world they live in. There are 36
films and a dozen readings including: Thank you for Smoking, Plato s Gorgias, John Start Mill s Utilitarianism, Hotel Rwanda, Plato s
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Republic, and Horton Hears a Who. Topics cover a wide variety of ethical theories including, ethical subjectivism, moral relativism, ethical
theory, and virtue ethics. Moral Theory at the Movies will appeal to students and help them think about how philosophy is relevant today."
The 2003 invasion of Iraq and the global recession of 2008 have contributed heavily to popular criticism of neoliberalism. This book
investigates James Cameron’s Avatar (2009), Neill Blomkamp’s District 9 (2009) and Elysium (2013), Len Wiseman’s Total Recall (2012)
and the Wachowskis’ and Tom Tykwer’s independent epic Cloud Atlas (2012) to examine how far this model is critically interrogated in
science fiction cinema. The subject is a critical one upon reflection of the role that a heavily ingrained allegiance to neoliberal and colonial
discourse in mainstream politics and media has played in the rise of populist right-wing politics, growing worldwide income inequality, and, in
particular, cultivating racist attitudes towards the Other.
Moral Theory at the Movies
Anything He Wants: The Rescue (#4)
Anything He Wants 7
Anything He Wants
Full Blast (Full Series, Book 4)
New York Times bestselling author Meghan March continues the story of ruthless, calculating billionaire Jericho Forge in Luck of the Devil.
My poker face has always been my greatest asset, along with my grit and determination. I was beholden to no one. Asked permission for
nothing. Then Jericho Forge took my life by storm. I traded my freedom for something infinitely more precious, but I didn’t realize Forge
was holding an unbeatable hand. Now, all I have to do is survive the high-stakes game my life has become—with my heart intact. But not
falling in love with Forge will take the luck of the devil. Luck of the Devil is the second book of the Forge Trilogy and should be read
following Deal with the Devil. The Forge Trilogy concludes in Heart of the Devil. All three books in the Forge Trilogy are available now!
_______________________________________________________ “A sexy and explosive page-turner of a romance! Jericho Forge has once
again upstaged and absolutely obliterated all anti-heroes that came before him!” ~Shayna Renee’s Spicy Reads “Intense and riveting. India
and Jericho are a force to be reckoned with!” ~A Literary Perusal “Luck of the Devil is an exceptionally heart-stopping addition to the Forge
Trilogy.” ~The Staircase Reader “Every time a layer of mystery falls, we find a new one, making the reading experience something utterly
addictive.” ~Blog on the Run “Omg! This book is fabulously sexy and explosive with the twists and addictive storyline!” ~Smut-Brarian “No
doubt about it, The Forge Trilogy is going on my 2019 Favorite list. In fact, when I finished I said to myself “THIS is why I read.” ~Ana’s
Attic (Audio review) “Luck of the Devil was another smash hit in Meghan March’s sexy, intriguing, and addictive Forge Trilogy, and I loved
it…” ~The Romance Bibliophile “If I liked India in the first book, I'm absolutely girl crushing on her in this one.” ~Bookshelf Muse
“Another stellar dark romance from the devious mind of Meghan March!” ~Nalla Reads
She never met a man like him before, a powerful billionaire who always gets what he wants. Now she's about to enter an exclusive world of
glittering opulence and all-consuming passion—where she'll explore the darkest reaches of her own desire. When Lucy Delacourt signed a
contract with Jeremiah Hamilton, she had no idea she'd be caught up in an assassination plot against the billionaire. Barely surviving
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poisoned champagne, she is whisked away to a beachfront estate in the Hamptons that is fortified like Fort Knox. Safety comes at a price
however - even as she learns more about her enigmatic boss, his refusal to let her in on the investigation confuses the still-recovering Lucy. To
complicate matters, family members seek to drive them apart, straining their tenuous relationship to the breaking point. All the while, a
deadly threat lurks in the background... waiting to strike. Don't miss the other installments of the scorching serial novel Anything He Wants:
The Meeting (Part 1), The Contract (Part 2), The Secret (Part 3) and The Betrayal (Part 5) available now!
Amanda Skye made me want her. She made me trust her. She made me love her. Then she betrayed me. And now, a madman brings us
together again and before our battle with him is over, I will make sure that she never forgets my name: Seth Cage. The Fixer for The
Brandon Family Empire, but to a covert CIA operation, I will always be The Assassin. And to Amanda, I will be the man who made her moan,
sigh, and beg. And I will make her beg. ***Note -- Poison Kisses is part 1 of a 3 part serial: All three parts are super sexy with an alpha man
who has met his match in a kickass female. There will be naked moments that may or may not include a gun, which may or may not be his
gun. ****
The first in an exciting new series by USA Today bestseller Kerrigan Byrne! These men are dark, bold, and brave. And there is only one
woman who can bring them to their knees... Famed and brilliant, Lady Alexandra Lane has always known how to look out for to herself. But
nobody would ever expect that she has darkness in her past—one that she pays a blackmailer to keep buried. Now, with her family nearing
bankruptcy, Alexandra strikes upon a solution: Get married to one of the empire’s most wealthy eligible bachelors. Even if he does have the
reputation of a devil. LOVE TAKES NO PRISONERS Piers Gedrick Atherton, the Duke of Redmayne, is seeking revenge and the first step is
securing a bride. Winning a lady’s hand is not so easy, however, for a man known as the Terror of Torcliff. Then, Alexandra enters his life
like a bolt of lightning. When she proposes marriage, Piers knows that, like him, trouble haunts her footsteps. But her gentleness, sharp wit,
independent nature, and incredible beauty awakens every fierce desire within him. He will do whatever it takes to keep her safe in his arms.
“Romantic, lush, and suspenseful.”—New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch
Discourses of Slavery and Abolition
Rogue Archives
Digital Cultural Memory and Media Fandom
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